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Robust Face Alignment via
Deep Progressive Reinitialization and

Adaptive Error-driven Learning
Xiaohu Shao*, Junliang Xing*, Senior Member, IEEE, Jiangjing Lyu,

Xiangdong Zhou, Yu Shi, and Steve Maybank, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Regression-based face alignment involves learning a series of mapping functions to predict the true landmark from an initial
estimation of the alignment. Most existing approaches focus on learning efficacious mapping functions from some feature
representations to improve performance. The issues related to the initial alignment estimation and the final learning objective, however,
receive less attention. This work proposes a deep regression architecture with progressive reinitialization and a new error-driven
learning loss function to explicitly address the above two issues. Given an image with a rough face detection result, the full face region
is firstly mapped by a supervised spatial transformer network to a normalized form and trained to regress coarse positions of
landmarks. Then, different face parts are further respectively reinitialized to their own normalized states, followed by another regression
sub-network to refine the landmark positions. To deal with the inconsistent annotations in existing training datasets, we further propose
an adaptive landmark-weighted loss function. It dynamically adjusts the importance of different landmarks according to their learning
errors during training without depending on any hyper-parameters manually set by trial and error. A high level of robustness to
annotation inconsistencies is thus achieved. The whole deep architecture permits training from end to end, and extensive experimental
analyses and comparisons demonstrate its effectiveness and efficiency. We will release the source code, trained models, and
experimental results upon the publication of this work.

Index Terms—Face Alignment, Regression Model, Deep Architecture, Supervised Spatial Transformer Network, Adaptive Learning

F

1 INTRODUCTION

FACE alignment involves locating predefined landmarks
on a face image, usually obtained by a face detector.

It is an essential and fundamental task in computer vi-
sion and acts as a critical component of many other tasks,
e.g., face tracking [1], [2], face animation [3], [4], and face
recognition [5], [6]. Despite significant progress in the past
decades [1], [7]–[15], face alignment remains a very chal-
lenging problem, especially when face images show large
head pose variations, exaggerated facial expressions, and
partial face occlusions.

Regression-based face alignment methods [1], [10], [13],
[14], [16]–[23] are currently dominant. They directly learn
a series of mapping functions, i.e., regressors, using some
image features to iteratively update the estimates of land-
mark positions to converge to true values, starting from an
initial estimate. Typical regression algorithms tailored for
face alignment include random ferns [10], [13], [16], least
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(a) Face detection rectangles obtained by different detectors.

(b) Facial landmark annotations from existing benchmark datasets.

Fig. 1. Training a system for face alignment is difficult because of the
significant differences of results from face detectors (a) and the notable
variations in ground truth landmark annotations (b).

squares regression [1], [21], random forests [18], and support
vector regression [11], [24]. For image features, classical
image descriptors (e.g., SIFT [1], [21] and HoG [14], [25]) and
simple ones (e.g., pixel differences [10], [13], [16] and local
binary features [17]) are widely used in existing methods.

Recently, with the fast deployment of deep learning-
based face alignment models, feature representation and re-
gression learning are incorporated together into one frame-
work using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [15],
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[26] or Recurrent Neural Networks [27]. These deep
learning-based algorithms have significantly improved the
alignment of near-frontal faces. However, for face images
with significant view variations, different expressions, and
partial occlusions, even state-of-the-art algorithms may still
fail to locate the landmarks correctly. These deficiencies
restrict the applications of exiting face alignment algorithms
in practical systems. To deal with these challenges, previous
works [12], [19]–[22], [28] focus on learning robust image
features and sophisticated regression functions to improve
the performance of face alignment. However, the learning
initialization and learning objective of a deep face alignment
model have received much less attention.
The Learning Initialization Issue Most existing algorithms
depend heavily on face detection to provide a good rect-
angular face region as an initialization. According to recent
studies [29]–[31], if a face alignment model in the testing
phase uses face detection produced by a different algorithm
from that used in training, the alignment accuracy will be
degraded. In many situations, users may have to choose
a new face detector if the one used in the training pro-
cess is not available. Since different face detectors provide
face bounding boxes with different scales and center shifts
(c.f. Fig. 1 (a)), they impose great difficulties to face align-
ment for face shape modeling and learning.
The Learning Objective Issue Regression-based face align-
ment algorithms learn to predict the landmark locations
provided by some human annotators in the benchmarks.
Since there is no uniform annotation protocol for landmark
positions, these landmark annotations usually exhibit sig-
nificant variations in different benchmarks. As shown in
Fig. 1 (b), the landmark annotations for two almost identical
face images are not consistent. This situation is conspicu-
ously worse for some specific landmarks, e.g., landmarks
on face contour or nose bridge. These observations reveal
that the facial landmark annotations in reality are often
imperfect, and designing a face alignment model to alleviate
the effects of inconsistent annotations is necessary.

To deal with the above two issues, we present a novel
deep architecture with progressive reinitialization and adap-
tive error-driven learning to obtain high-performance face
alignment results. The proposed model first reinitialize the
whole face region spatially into a normalized state for better
landmark estimation. Then it further reinitializes different
facial parts into their normalized states to deal with ex-
pression variations and partial face occlusions. To take ac-
count of the prediction errors and the unreliability of labels
for different landmarks, we design an adaptive landmark-
weighted loss function to dynamically adjust the annotation
reliability of different landmarks according to their learning
errors during the training procedure. The resulting deep
architecture permits training from end to end and produces
accurate and robust facial alignments.

An early version of this work appeared in the conference
paper [32]. We extend it in numerous ways, (i) exploiting
a novel landmark-weighted loss function for error-driven
learning, (ii) generalizing the progressive reinitialization,
and (iii) the error-driven learning to a series of well-
designed backbones with better accuracy and efficiency.
To summarize, the main contributions of this work are as
follows:

• A deep regression architecture with progressive reini-
tialization and error-driven learning is proposed to
solve the initialization problems and labeling inconsis-
tency for robust face alignment.

• A progressive reinitialization procedure is formulated
as a supervised spatial transformer learning problem
that leverages both global face shape and local face
parts to make the alignment model invariant to differ-
ent face detection inputs.

• An adaptive landmark-weighted loss function, which
have no hyper-parameters manually set by trial and
error, is introduced for error-driven regression learning
to reduce the adverse impact of the inconsistencies in
manual landmark annotation.

• The good generalization of our proposed method to
different backbones helps to find a better trade-off
between the model accuracy and efficiency, especially
in real-time practice applications without GPU support.

With the above technical contributions, we obtain a fast,
accurate, and robust deep regression-based face alignment
model. Extensive experimental analyses demonstrate the
robustness of the proposed method to different kinds of
initialization and facial landmark annotations. On four of
the widely adopted face alignment benchmarks, the pro-
posed model consistently achieves superior performances
over many competing algorithms in terms of accuracy and
efficiency. To facilitate further studies on the face alignment
problem, the source code, trained models, and all the exper-
imental results will be released upon the paper publication.

2 RELATED WORK

The face alignment problem has been studied for
decades [1], [12], [14]. Recently deep learning based meth-
ods [15], [21], [22], [26]–[28], [32]–[42] have consistently
improved the alignment performances. Since hundreds of
papers have been published in the last decade, we only
discuss those closely related to this work.
Joint Learning Methods These works view face align-
ment and face detection as two correlated tasks and lever-
age the correlations by learning them jointly to boost the
performance. The joint cascade face detection and align-
ment method [43] formulates face alignment as a post-
classification task, and reduces the false alarm rate of the
face detector. MTCNN [44] regards the two tasks as equally
important. They share most of the neural layers. The lo-
cations of a face bounding box and five sparse landmarks
are predicted simultaneously. Besides face detection, many
other face attributes, such as age, expression, gender, and
identity, have also been explored to improve face alignment
models using multi-task learning [45]–[47]. Although the
multi-task joint learning improves each module’s accuracy,
face detection and alignment still operate in two indepen-
dent branches. Face alignment is inevitably affected by the
location instabilities in face detection.
Initialization Optimization These works focus on optimiz-
ing the initialization provided by face detectors before land-
mark regression. Some works [2], [21], [30] optimize the
initialization of facial shapes at different regression stages,
other methods transform the face images progressively
to update results. The coarse-to-fine cascade model [48]
combines multi-level geometric refinement to rectify facial
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landmarks. Another face alignment model [49] uses multi-
scale local image patches to perform cascade regression on
a normalized full-face image. The recent work [47] firstly
locate sparse landmarks and then feed them into the spatial
transformer in the subsequent alignment network. In con-
trast with these methods of employing hand-designed sam-
ple transformations to learn a series of regression functions
or networks, our model is an end-to-end architecture by
automatically building the reinitialization modules across
the training information’s priors.

DAN [50] achieves high performance with only a rough
initialization by deploying heat maps of landmarks as prior
visual information. The boundary-aware LAB [36] intro-
duces a fusion scheme of the boundary heat map to incor-
porate boundary information into the feature learning stage.
DeCaFA [51] uses fully-convolutional stages with chained
transfer layers to produce landmark-wise attention maps for
landmark regression. KDN [52] introduces a kernel density
deep neural network with a landmark probability map as
its output. Heat maps of landmarks or boundaries improve
the initialization for face alignment, but their portability and
application range are limited by high computational costs.
Deal with Annotation Inconsistency Only a few works deal
with the annotation inconsistency when training a neural
network for face alignment. The supervision-by-registration
approach [53] augments the loss function with registration
information automatically extracted from unlabeled data
and thus reduces the dependence on manual annotation
of video-based face alignment. SAN [34] utilizes the de-
tection inconsistency on style-aggregated images generated
by an adversarial module to enhance the robustness of
face alignment on face images with various styles. The
semantic alignment model [38] introduces a probabilistic
model to search for the ‘real’ ground-truth and train the
face alignment model. These approaches utilize additional
complex information, e.g., optical flow, different styles, or
face shape constraints, to optimize the training annotations
and predicted results. In contrast, we present a simple
and effective solution to reduce the impact of unreliable
annotations and achieve competitive performance.
Different Learning Objectives Several variations of the ℓ1
or ℓ2 based loss functions designed for face alignment have
exhibited excellent accuracy. Wing [35] and RWing [54]
both focus on small range errors and switch the loss function
from an ℓ1 loss to a modified logarithm function. AWing [55]
applies a similar idea to improve the quality of heat map
regression results. LUVLi [56] jointly estimates landmark
locations, uncertainties, and visibilities using the spatial
mean of the positive elements of each landmark heat map. In
contrast with these methods using empirically specified pa-
rameters or heat maps, we introduce adaptive self-learning
weights, automatically driven by location errors during the
training procedure, to enhance the regression learning of all
landmarks. This loss function aims to avoid over-fitting of
regression models to inconsistent annotations of the training
samples.

3 OUR METHOD

Given an image, the objective of face alignment is to locate
the face shape S specified by the positions of = facial

landmarks, i.e., S = (p1, . . . ,p=) ∈ R2×=, where p8 = (G, H)>
is the two-dimensional coordinate of the 8-th landmark,
8 ∈ {1, . . . , =}. Regression-based face alignment algorithms
achieve this objective by learning a regression function
from an original cropped face image �0, normally obtained
from a face detector. For our method, the instability in
the face detector’s output is overcome by reinitializing the
face shape estimation and refining the final estimate of the
face alignment, working from global to local. Therefore, in
the proposed regression model, the face shape estimation
is varying and updated at different training stages. For
convenience in the following description, the subscripts ·6
and ·; represent the variables at the global and local stage,
the superscripts ·∗ and ·̂ represent the ground truth and
predicted results, e.g., S∗6 denotes the ground truth shapes
at the global stage.

In the following, we first overview the pipeline of the
proposed two-stage reinitialization deep architecture. Then
we introduce its global and local shape regression stages.
Finally, we discuss the annotation inconsistency problem
and present the new landmark-weighted loss function.

3.1 Architecture overview
Fig. 2 shows the pipeline of the proposed deep regression
architecture with two-stage reinitialization for coarse-to-
fine facial landmark detection. It consists of two stages,
Global Shape Regression (GSR) and Local Shape Regression
(LSR), both of which are learned by an adaptive landmark-
weighted loss function for error-driven learning. The whole
deep architecture successively reinitializes a deep regression
model from coarse to fine, and global to local, to boost
face alignment performance. Although the whole deep ar-
chitecture contains multiple sub-networks, it permits end-
to-end training since all the sub-networks are seamlessly
concatenated.

Given an input image � with a bounding box ', the
GSR stage sends the coarse cropped face image �0 into its
reinitialization sub-network, which spatially transforms it
into a normalized state1 to obtain the global reinitialized
face �6. Then the global regression sub-network learns to
obtain the global face shape Ŝ6. The LSR stage splits the
whole face shape into five face parts {Ŝ16, . . . , Ŝ56}, each of
which is independently reinitialized to its own normalized
state in the local reinitialization sub-network and then fur-
ther updated by the local regression sub-network using the
adaptive weighted loss. The local face shape Ŝ; obtained by
the LSR stage is projected back on � to obtain the final face
shape Ŝ.

3.2 Global Shape Regression (GSR)
The GSR stage aims to refine the rough face bounding box
and learn a better initialization of the input face region.
In contrast to most works which predict the landmark
locations from the original face �0 directly, this stage firstly
learns to normalize �0 to �6 and then feed �6 into the
following regression sub-network for predicting the global
face shape Ŝ6.
Global Reinitialization Sub-network The face box
bounded by the ground truth shape often works as the best

1. In the experiments, we adopt the centralized upright face as the
normalized state, following common practice.
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II. Local Shape Regression 

I. Global Shape Regression

… …

 𝐒1

 𝐒2

 𝐒3

 𝐒4

 𝐒5

…Adaptive loss for 
error-driven learning

Adaptive loss for 
error-driven learning

R

Fig. 2. The pipeline of the proposed deep regression architecture with two-stage reinitialization and error-driven learning. At the GSR stage (I), the
coarse face (b) is firstly reinitialized to a normalized shape state (c), and then regresses a rough face shape (e). At the LSR stage (II), different
face parts (f) are further separately reinitialized to their normalized shape states (g), followed by local regression sub-networks to get the final
detection (h). The final shape is projected back to the initial coordinate (j). All landmarks in (e) and (h) are drawn by red circles with different sizes,
representing their weight values of the landmark-weighted loss function regression in training progress.

initialization for the regression of face alignment in previous
studies [29], [31]. The ground truth face box, however, is
unknown in the testing phase. This global reinitialization
sub-network can reinitialize �0 into �6 to alleviate the
appearance variations in the output of face detectors. It
is built upon the Spatial Transformer Network (STN) [57].
Here we thus give a short review of STN first. The STN
can produce an appropriate geometric transformation on its
input face image for the follow-up task. An STN consists
of three modules: 1) a localization network, which aims
to predict the spatial transformation parameters; 2) a grid
generator to create a sampling grid for an image, which
produces the transformed image; 3) a sampler, which takes
the input image and the grid to produce the transformed
image.

We employ an affine transformation2 as the learning
target for the localization network. The norm form �6 is
obtained by translating the initial face region of �0 to the
image center, rotating the face to the upright viewpoint with
skew deformations, resizing the face to the fixed size and
cutting out unnecessary background. A lightweight CNN
structure, whose detailed configuration is depicted in Fig. 3,
is designed to learn the transformation parameter \6. \6
consists of six elements that makes up a transformation
matrix )\6 =

[
\11 \12 \13
\21 \22 \23

]
for further image transformation.

2. Other geometric transformer functions, e.g., similarity transforma-
tion, and prospective transformation, are also feasible for the state
reinitialization.

Input Face
128x128x3

31x31x8

29x29x16

13x13x1611x11x32 4x4x32 2x2x64
1x32 Output 

11 12 23( , ,..., )  

Cov: 5x5
Stride:2
Pool: 2x2

Cov: 3x3
Cov: 3x3
Pool: 2x2 Cov: 3x3

Pool:2x2
Cov: 3x3

Cov: 3x3

Fig. 3. Detailed configuration of the localization network designed for the
global reinitialization module.

The sample point (GB
8
, HB
8
) on �0 can be formed by using

)\6 and the target point (GC
8
, HC
8
) of the regular grid on �6:(

GB
8

HB
8

)
= )\6

©«
GC
8

HC
8

1

ª®¬ . (1)

In the sampler, each pixel value of �6 is bilinearly interpo-
lated from the corresponding pixels of �0:

�6 = Ψ(�0, )\6 ), (2)

where Ψ represents the bilinear sampler [57]. The grid
generator and sampler are both differentiable, allowing
gradients to be backpropagated through from the sampler
Ψ(�0, )\6 ) to \6.

In the original STN model for handwriting digit recog-
nition, the transformation parameters are learned from
the gradients back-propagated from the final classification
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loss [57]. For the task of face alignment on various face im-
ages, the STN model followed by a traditional CNN-based
landmark regressor converges slowly in training. Different
from [58], [59] using pixel-wise intensity similarity as STN’s
constraint on the training of their up-sampling networks,
for our lightweight down-sampling CNN structure, a su-
pervised STN with a novel loss function L\6 for directly
learning the low-dimensional parameter \6 is introduced
to accelerate the convergence speed. The loss function L\6
writes as:

L\6 = | |\̂6 − \∗6 | |22 , (3)

where \∗6 is an interim target for \6, the detailed access to
obtain \∗6 is described in Algorithm 1. When �6 is spatial
transformed from �0 by Eq. 2, its corresponding ground
truth shape S∗6 needs also be mapped from the original
coordinate space of �0 to that of �6, as the target of the
subsequent shape regression,

S∗6 = )
−1
\6

(
S∗

1

)
, (4)

where S∗ denotes the original ground truth shape, and )−1
\6

is the inverse transformation to )\6 .

Algorithm 1 The method of obtaining \∗6.
Input: A reference frontal mean shape Sref, the coarse cropped face �0

and its ground truth shape S∗.
Output: Affine transformation parameter \∗6 .
1: Construct the intermediate affine transformation parameter \int,

which maps the source shape S∗ to the target shape Sref.
2: �0 is warped to the intermediate normalized face image �1 with

the warped ground truth shape S∗
1

by adopting \int.
3: The face regions bounding by S∗

1
on �1 are cropped and resized as

the final normalized image �2. S∗
1

is also mapped to the coordinate
space of �1 as a new shape S∗

2
.

4: Calculate the final affine transformation parameter \6 by
projecting S∗

2
to S∗.

The proposed loss function L\6 provides the original
learning force for the convergence of \̂6. When \̂6 is close to
the target \∗6 after several training iterations, L\6 is ignored,
and the network keeps updating \̂6 only guided by the
propagated errors of the subsequent layers. This strategy
enhances the whole model by leveraging the merits of
end-to-end learning. Examples of the normalized states are
shown in Fig. 4. Compared with the original face images,
the normalized states with frontal in-plane viewpoints and
less unnecessary backgrounds are more similar to the frontal
faces bounded by the ground truth shapes. This observation
can be further confirmed by the mean face comparison
between the original faces and the global reinitialization
results, which are illustrated in Fig. 5 (a) and Fig. 5 (b),
respectively. The reinitialization sub-network tends to gen-
erate well-normalized faces with similar appearances, ap-
parent by its sharp mean face. In contrast, the original input
faces located by face detectors only have a blurry mean face.
Global Regression Sub-network After obtaining �6, the
regression sub-network aims to regress the coarse shape S6
on �6 and its backbone of the sub-network can be built on
different networks, e.g., MobileNetV2 [60], VGG-S [61] or the
ResNet-50 [62] network. It comprises a series of learnable
convolutional and fully-connected layers. The output di-
mension of the last fully-connected layer is set to 2=. Instead

Fig. 4. Results of the global reinitialization sub-network. Top row: the
input initial face images with the original face boxes. Bottom row:
the transformed face images output by the global reinitialization sub-
network.

(a) Mean image 
of original faces

(b) Mean image 
of global reinitialization

(c) Mean images
of local reinitialization

Fig. 5. Mean images of the original faces, the global and local reinitial-
ization results.

of the standard ℓ1 distance, shape increment normalized
by the inter-ocular distance for faster convergence [28], is
employed as the shape regression objective:

L6 =
| |ΔŜ6 − ΔS∗6 | |1

3
, (5)

where 3 is the inter-ocular distance of S∗6, ΔŜ6= Ŝ6 − S60 ,
ΔS∗6= Ŝ∗6 − S60 . The variable S60 , which is a mean shape
calculated from the training dataset and transformed by )−1

\6
,

represents the initial shape at the global stage.

3.3 Local Shape Regression (LSR)
Face patches, e.g., eyes, mouths, and noses, have notable
appearance variations because of different identities, poses,
and expressions. Although the GSR stage can predict fairly
face shapes depending on the global reinitializations, it is
not good at capturing the variations of local face patches. We
introduce the LSR stage to reinitialize the local face patches
to their normalized states and then regress for more accurate
landmark positions.

All face landmarks of S6 are divided into five local
shapes, e.g., the shapes of the left eye S16, the right eye
S26, the nose S36, and the mouth S46, and the contour S56.
Note that the last face part does not go through the local
reinitialization and regression sub-networks since it almost
covers the whole face region, and the GSR stage has already
learned its positions and shape well. We plot the definitions
of the above four local patches on faces with different
landmarks in Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 6 (b).
Local Reinitialization Sub-network In this sub-network,
different image patches with local shapes are independently
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(a) 68-landmark

(c) Results of the local reinitialization sub-network

(b) 19-landmark

Fig. 6. Definitions of the four local patches on faces with different
landmarks and output examples of the local reinitialization sub-network.
The filled patterns with different colors on (a) and (b) represent different
local patches.

reinitialized to their normalized states. The localization
network in each branch of the sub-network is built on a
simple structure consisting of three fully connected layers.
Its input is the 9 Cℎ local shape Ŝ 96, and the output is the
local transformation matrix )

\
9

;

. The local normalized state

�
9

;
is then produced by )

\
9

;

and the global state �6. As the
normalized results for the local patches indicated in Fig. 6
(c), they are all aligned to the consistent states with the
similar centers of the local patches, frontal views, and small
parts of the background textures. Compared with previous
global reinitialization states shown in Fig. 5 (b), the current
sub-network focuses on the local transformation for each
face patch, as shown by the more clearly mean face patches
in Fig. 5 (c). Therefore, it can boost the following regression
sub-network ability to refine the landmark prediction on
patch-level.
Local Regression Sub-network After obtaining � 9

;
, the local

regression sub-network learns to refine Ŝ 96 by minimizing
the following loss function:

L; = | |ΔŜ 9
;
− ΔS 9∗

;
| |1, (6)

where ΔŜ 9
;
= Ŝ 9

;
− S 9

;0
, ΔS 9∗

;
= S 9∗

;
− S 9

;0
. S 9

;0
represents the

initial shape at the local stage, and it is transformed by
Ŝ 96 and )−1

\
9

;

. A new layer, called a Shape Inverse Transformer

layer, is introduced to obtain the final face shape Ŝ 9 from
the regression result of LSR to permit end-to-end training.
In this layer, Ŝ 9

;
on �

9

;
is projected into the coordinate space

of � by using Eqn. 7,

Ŝ 9 = )')\6)\ 9
;

(
Ŝ 9
;

1

)
, (7)

where )' is the rectangle geometric transformation that
projects the points on �0 into the coordinate space of �.
Contour landmarks can be projected on � from �6 by using
Eqn. (7) with )

\
9

;

omitted.

3.4 Adaptive Weighted Loss for Error-driven Learning
In this section, we first analyze the adverse effects on pre-
diction accuracy brought by annotation inconsistencies and
then introduce the proposed adaptive landmark-weighted
loss.
Annotation Inconsistency Different facial landmarks have
different annotation difficulties. The landmarks located at

TABLE 1
Comparisons of alignment performance on different face parts using

the NME metric. Results are obtained from Small MobileNetV2 trained
on the 300-W training dataset using ℓ1 loss.

X

Part Contour Eyebrows Eyes Nose Mouth All

0 8.65 6.44 3.47 4.25 4.35 5.57

3 8.65 6.47 3.53 4.35 4.43 5.62
↑ 0.00% ↑ 0.47% ↑ 1.73% ↑ 2.35% ↑ 1.84% ↑ 0.90%

5 8.74 6.49 3.55 4.30 4.40 5.63
↑ 1.04% ↑ 0.78% ↑ 2.31% ↑ 1.18% ↑ 1.15% ↑ 1.08%

10 8.99 6.73 4.02 4.58 4.91 6.00
↑ 3.93% ↑ 4.50% ↑ 15.85% ↑ 7.76% ↑ 12.87% ↑ 7.72%

corners on the face region, e.g., eye corners, and mouth
corners, are relatively easy to be annotated. Landmarks
located on the face contours or other plain areas are harder
to be labeled because they have more degrees of freedom.
The human annotators thus have larger inconsistencies for
the positions of these landmarks.

It is almost impossible to get the “ideal” annotations in
practice. To analyze the impact of annotation inconsistency
on alignment evaluation, we introduce other simulate in-
consistencies to the existing dataset. The original landmark
annotations on the 300-W training dataset are perturbed
with different displacements in random directions within a
radius range X. All the face images are resized to a fixed size
of 256×256 pixels before landmark perturbation. Then based
on these “polluted” datasets with different perturbation
magnitudes, we train several regression models using Small
MobileNetV2 (see Section 4.1) with the ℓ1 loss, to evaluate
the alignment results on different face parts. Table 1 shows
the comparison results on the 300-W full set measured by
the metric of inter-pupil normalized mean errors (NME).
The NME growth rates of different face parts caused by the
additional perturbation vary with the increasing values of
X. Under the same perturbation magnitude, the prediction
accuracy on eyes and mouth landmarks is more sensitive to
label noises than on contour and eyebrows. It confirms our
above observation of annotation inconsistency. Especially,
contour landmarks only have a much less NME growth
rate than other landmarks, revealing that the landmarks
with more ambiguous annotations have a higher learning
tolerance in model training.

The distribution of landmark prediction errors has a
long tail phenomenon (see Fig. 7). The examples with large
errors are only a small part of the overall dataset, but
they significantly influence the regression learning and the
final evaluation. Intuitively, compared to the examples with
lower errors, the object learning should endow these "poorly
performing" face images with larger weights to improve
their prediction accuracy preferentially. According to the
visualization results with NMEs larger than 0.05 in Fig. 7,
large errors are often caused by ambiguous annotation
instead of real inaccurate predictions. This situation is more
prevalent in the landmarks which are not easily annotated
(Fig. 7 (a)) against that in the landmarks with more precise
definitions (Fig. 7 (b)).
Adaptive Weighted Loss The discouraging gradients from
ambiguous annotations have a remarkable impact on the
training samples with accurate landmark annotations. With
the commonly used ℓ1 and ℓ2 loss functions, the regression
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Fig. 7. The long tail phenomenon of prediction errors of different land-
marks on 300-W. The green and red dots represent the ground truth and
predicted landmarks on face images, respectively.

learning of high confident annotations is easily suppressed.
To solve this problem, we propose an adaptive landmark-
weighted loss function to make the network pay more at-
tention to the stable landmarks and mitigate the inconsistent
annotations’ impacts. Formally, we introduce a weight term
w to the original ℓ1 loss function:

L = | |w · (Δ̂S − ΔS∗) | |1
3

, (8)

where w = (FG1 , . . . , FG= ;FH1 , . . . , FH= ) controls the con-
straint on each landmark according to its label reliability,
which changes adaptively as the prediction error changes
during the training procedure. In the following discussions,
a landmark coordinate error is denoted as I for simplicity
because each element FI in w is defined on each coordinate
independently.

In each training iteration, the statistics of landmark er-
rors on a mini-batch are introduced to update FI ,

FI = 4
−f |I−` | , (9)

where ` and f represent the mean and variance of landmark
errors on " samples in the mini-batch predicted by the cur-
rent training model. ` can be calculated as ` =

∑"
8=1 I

(8)/" ,

while f is calculate as f =
√∑"

8=1 (I (8) − `)2/" . Note that FI
is inversely proportional to ` and f. It can also be viewed
as an approximated confidence score of the corresponding
ground truth label estimated by the current iteration model.

The proposed loss function has three particular ad-
vantages: 1) The introduced weight term corresponding
with annotation consistency controls the model’s attention
among landmarks. It partially avoids over-fitting on the
landmark annotation with low confidence by defining a
less constrained learning target. When all the elements in w
equal to 1, the proposed loss becomes identical to the origi-
nal ℓ1 loss. 2) Without depending on any hyper-parameters
manually set by trial and error, the prediction statistics of
training checkpoints are defined to estimate the relative
degree of annotation inconsistency in the training process
and formulate an adaptive weight for each landmark. 3)
Because of its simple form, the weighted loss can be easily
used as a drop-in replacement of the standard ℓ1 loss, e.g.,
Eqn. (5) and Eqn. (6). The efficiency of our proposed novel
loss is shown in Fig. 8. It noted that compared with the
results predicted by the models trained with ℓ1 and ℓ2 loss
functions, the proposed loss makes the predicted landmarks
more compact around the real annotations.

4 EXPERIMENTS

We implement the proposed deep regression architecture
and conduct extensive evaluations to verify its effective-
ness. In the following, we first introduce the experimental
settings, including the benchmark datasets, evaluation met-
rics, and implementation details. Then we conduct a set of
ablation studies to analyze the advantages of progressive
reinitialization and error-driven learning. The generaliza-
tion ability of the proposed architecture to different CNN
backbones is also verified. Finally, we compare our method
with other state-of-the-art methods on four popular bench-
marks.

4.1 Experimental Settings
Benchmark Datasets Four public benchmark datasets, 300-
W [63], AFLW [64], COFW [16], and WFLW [36], are adopted
for evaluation in the experiments:
• The 300W dataset combines five existing datasets, iBug,

LFPW, AFW, HELEN, and XM2VTS, and re-annotates
them with 68 landmarks. Following the setting in [21], we
use 3,148 images for training and 689 images for testing.
The testing dataset is split into three parts: the common
subset (554 images), the challenging subset (135 images),
and the full set (689 images). The 300-W Challenge test
set, which contains another 600 indoor and outdoor face
images, is also used for further comparison.
• The AFLW dataset contains 24,386 face images with large

variations in appearance (e.g., pose, expression, ethnic-
ity, and age) and environmental conditions. At most 21
landmarks are annotated for each face in the dataset. We
ignore two landmarks on the ears and train our models
with the remaining 19 landmarks. Following the experi-
mental settings in [22], 20,000 images are used for training,
while 4,386 images (AFLW-Full) and 1,314 images (AFLW-
Frontal) are used for evaluation.
• The COFW dataset consists of face images with heavy

occlusions and large shape variations. It is designed to
evaluate face alignment in realistic conditions. We use
the test set [65], which has 507 faces re-annotated with
68 landmarks as in 300-W, to further evaluate our model
trained on the 300-W training set.
• The WFLW dataset are annotated with 98 landmarks with

significant variations in expression, pose, and occlusion. It
contains 10,000 faces, among which 7,500 faces are used
for our model training and 2,500 faces for testing.

Evaluation Metrics To make fair comparisons with other
face alignment methods, we adopt various evaluation met-
rics in the experiments, including the Normalized Mean
Error (NME) [66], the Cumulative Errors Distribution (CED)
curve [66], the Area Under the Curve (AUC) [29], and
the Failure Rate (FR). The normalized error n between the
ground truth shape S∗ = (p∗

1
, ...,p∗=) and the predicted shape

Ŝ = (p̂1, ..., p̂=) is defined as n = 1
=

∑=
8=1 | |p̂8 − p∗

8
| |2/3norm,

where 3norm is the normalization factor. The NME of #
samples can be averaged by all their normalized errors.

The CED curve is plotted by a cumulative distribution
function 5 (n) of the normalized error. The AUC metric is
defined as AUCU =

∫ U

0
5 (n)3n , where U is the upper bound.

The �'U is defined as the fraction of the samples with
normalized errors larger than U.
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Fig. 8. Distributions of landmark-wise errors predicted by Small MobileNetV2 using different loss functions on 300-W and WFLW. The origin of
coordinates (black dot) represents the ground truth. Each dot denotes a landmark offset. For each plotted ellipse, its center, semi-major axes, and
semi-minor axes denote the mean value, the X-axis, and the Y-axis standard deviation of all corresponding landmarks errors, respectively. The
landmarks from left to right columns are selected from the subsets {1, 18, 37, 31, 49} and {1, 34, 61, 55, 77} of the full annotations of 300-W
(68-landmark) and WFLW (98-landmark), respectively.

On the 300-W and AFLW datasets, the NME and CED
curve are used for evaluation. On the 300-W dataset, the
inter-pupil distance is employed to normalize mean errors.
On the AFLW dataset, as there are many profile faces in
which the inter-pupil distance is approximating to zero,
we follow the protocol in [22], use the face size instead
as the normalizing factor. On the other datasets, including
the 300-W test set, COFW, and WFLW, the NME metric is
normalized by the inter-ocular distance [36]. AUC and FR
with the default U = 0.1 are also reported for comprehensive
comparisons additionally.
Parameter Settings After detecting the faces in the input
images, we crop the face regions from the face bounding
boxes. To include more contextual information for align-
ment learning, we enlarge the face bounding box to a certain
scale ratio of 1.2. Following the way of data augmentation
in [1], we generate multiple samples for each training image
by randomly perturbing the face boxes by translation and
scaling. The distributions of perturbation amplitudes on the
face boxes are simulated by the differences between the
original boxes and the boxes bounded by the ground truth
shapes. Besides, the training samples are also augmented by
in-plane rotating the face images and landmarks simultane-
ously in the range [0◦, 10◦] randomly. By the operation of
translation, scaling and rotation, 20 perturbed samples are
generated for each training image. As points of the sampling
grids in the reinitialization networks are normalized to [-1,
1] by face sizes, the predicted and ground truth shapes in
the architecture are also transformed to the same coordinate
space. A mini-batch size of 64, weight decay of 0.0002,
momentum of 0.9, and epochs of 150 are adopted for model
training.
Network Configurations. For the global reinitialization sub-
network, the input is an image with 128 × 128 × 3 pixels, and
the output is a 256× 256× 3 transformed face. The backbone
of the global regression sub-network is called Small Mo-
bileNetV2, built on a simplified revision of MobileNetV2.

To reduce the model size, Small MobileNetV2 resets the
channels/strides of linear bottlenecks in the original Mo-
bileNetV2. The 7×7 average pooling layer in MobileNetV2 is
further replaced with two fully-connected layers to enhance
regression accuracy on the simplified network. The detailed
configuration of the network is summarized in Table 2. This
backbone is selected to emphasize the contributions of our
reinitialization module and loss function as well as to allow
direct comparison with other approaches. Because there are
multiple branches in the local regression sub-networks for
different facial parts, we explore a lightweight backbone
consisting of six residual blocks and two fully connected
layers to predict positions of local landmarks from image
patches of 64 × 64 × 3 pixels.

TABLE 2
Small MobileNetV2: Each line describes a sequence of identical layers,

repeating @ times. All layers in the same sequence have the same
number 2 of output channels. The first layer of each sequence has a

stride B and all others use stride 1. The expansion factor C is applied to
all the inputs with different sizes.

Input Operator C 2 @ B

2562 × 3 conv2d 3x3 - 8 1 2
1282 × 32 bottleneck 1 8 1 1
1282 × 8 bottleneck 6 12 2 2
642 × 12 bottleneck 6 16 2 2
322 × 16 bottleneck 6 24 3 2
162 × 24 bottleneck 6 32 3 2
82 × 32 bottleneck 6 48 3 2
42 × 48 bottleneck 6 64 2 2
22 × 48 bottleneck 6 80 1 1
22 × 80 conv2d 1x1 - 64 1 1
22 × 64 fc - 256 1 -
256 fc - 256 1 -
256 fc - 2= 1 -

Training Pipeline. There are four steps for training the
whole architecture. The learning rate starts from 0.01 at the
first three steps and 0.001 the last step, while a polynomial
decay is adopted for dynamically adjusting the learning
rate. In the first step, the global reinitialization sub-network
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TABLE 3
Ablation study of four different baseline models using four kinds of face

detectors on the 300-W dataset using NME.

Detectors & Models Common Challenging Full SetSubset Subset
MT�1 5.41 9.92 6.29
RF�1 5.52 9.57 6.31
OD�1 4.97 8.76 5.72
GT�1 4.83 8.58 5.56

MT�2 4.98 8.81 5.73
RF�2 4.99 8.44 5.67
OD�2 4.87 8.75 5.63
GT�2 4.85 8.71 5.60

MT�(' 4.86 9.11 5.70
RF�(' 4.84 8.78 5.61
OD�(' 4.86 8.21 5.52
GT�(' 4.82 8.21 5.49

is trained using PReLU [67] as the activation functions. In
the second step, the weights of the global reinitialization
sub-network are fixed to train the global regression sub-
network. Its weights are initialized with an ImageNet-pre-
trained model. In the third step, the weights of the GSR
is fixed to train the LSR. Each reinitialization sub-network
is supervised by the transformation parameters calculated
from the pre-defined normalized face patches, while each
local regression sub-network is trained from scratch. At the
last step, the whole network is fine-tuned from end to end
by removing the loss layers in both the global and local
reinitialization sub-networks.

4.2 Ablation Studies

4.2.1 Effectiveness of progressive reinitialization
To verify the advantages of the proposed reinitialization in
the GSR stage, we train three different models on the 300-W
dataset for comparison: a single shape regression network
based on Small MobileNetV2 (denoted as �1), a manually
two-stage cascaded Small MobileNetV2 network (denoted
as �2), and the regression network using the global reini-
tialization sub-network (denoted as �('). These models are
learned with the ℓ1 loss function, four types of face bounding
boxes are used for evaluating model robustness : 1) ground
truth bounding boxes (denoted as GT), which are the tight
bounding boxes of the face shapes; 2) face boxes detected by
the 300-W Official Detector (denoted as OD); 3) face boxes
detected by the MTCNN detector [44] (denoted as MT);
and 4) face boxes detected by the RetinaFace detector [68]
(denoted as RF). The 300-W dataset itself provides the first
two types of detection. The detectors of MT and RF have
a few miss-detections. Their corresponding OD face boxes
complement a portion of these miss-detections.

Table 3 shows the comparison results using the NME
metric of the above three models with different face detec-
tors. According to the table, the �(' model outperforms the
baselines �1 and �2 by a wide margin in most cases. It shows
that the GSR stage can provide better-normalized and more
stable states for further shape regression than the original
face boxes and hand-crafted reinitializations. It is also noted
that the GT detector provides the best results for all three
models, highlighting the importance of a good initialization
for face shape regression.

To further verify the robustness of these models, we pro-
duce pseudo face boxes by perturbing the official detectors

with different scales, translations, and rotations. We extend
the face bounding boxes by a set of ratios, which ranges
from 0.1 to 0.5. The results are compared in Table 4 (a).
Then we apply a set of random ratios from 0.05 to 0.25
of face box size to translate face boxes, and the results are
compared in Table 4 (b). We also rotate face images in-plane
from 0◦ to 25◦ to evaluate these methods under various in-
plane rotations, with the results compared in Table 4 (c).
Among these methods, the proposed �(' model exhibits
the best robustness to various inputs with different spatial
transformations. Especially under extreme poor input with
the scale ratio of 0.5 or the translation ratio of 0.25, �(' still
achieves the accuracy with about 43% and 20% improve-
ments, respectively, over the second-best baseline �2.

The above two sets of experimental results demonstrate
the robust performance of our GSR stage; the effectiveness
of the LSR stage also needs to be evaluated. Table 5 shows
the comparison among the above baselines and the regres-
sion model with two-stage progressive reinitialization on
the 300-W and WFLW datasets. �&!(' denotes the combi-
nation of the global and local sub-networks, and �&!('∗

denotes �&!(' without using the local reinitialization sub-
network.

According to the table, it is noted that the �&!(' model
further obtains respectively 4.2% and 3.0% improvements
over �(' on the 300-W and WFLW datasets. This result
shows our LSR stage can further improve face alignment
accuracy by the reinitialization and finer regression on
patch-level. Especially, without the local reinitialization sub-
network, �&!('∗ has only 2.4% and 1.2% improvements
over �(' on both datasets and even has an accuracy drop
on the 300-W challenging subset. The comparison verifies
the importance of the local reinitialization in the LSR stage.
Some visual face alignment examples with large variations
in face view, expression, illumination, and occlusion, which
are predicted by �&!(', �(' and the baseline method �1
are shown in Fig. 9.

4.2.2 Robustness to annotation inconsistency

In this ablation study, we verify the effectiveness of the
proposed adaptive weighted loss function on alleviating
the annotation inconsistency problem in different training
datasets. On the 300-W and WFLW training datasets, three
baseline models are trained for comparison. They are all
based on the backbone network of Small MobileNetV2 but
are learned with the ℓ2, ℓ1, and the adaptive weighted
loss function, respectively. ℓ1 helps the model obtain better
performance than that of ℓ2 on the both datasets, while the
adaptive loss function further improves ℓ1 with about 6.7%
and 6.0% reductions in NME of the 300-W (see Fig. 10 (a))
and WFLW datasets (see Fig. 10 (b)).

It is reasonable that the proposed loss function improves
the regression accuracy of landmarks on eyes and mouths,
which have clearer annotation definitions and get more pre-
diction penalties than that of the other landmarks in training
procedures. The landmarks on face contours and eyebrows,
whose regression learning tasks are distributed with smaller
weights tend to be easier in the training procedure, also
have slight declines in prediction errors (see Fig. 10 (c) and
Fig. 10 (d)).These comparisons verify that the error-driven
learning, which treats different landmarks with adjustable
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TABLE 4
Comparison of NME(%) on 300-W based on different kinds of face box perturbations.

(a) Different Scales
Scale 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
�1 5.75 6.36 8.15 10.93 15.72
�2 5.64 5.65 6.18 8.29 11.80
�(' 5.51 5.60 5.74 6.03 6.67

(b) Different Translations
Translation 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25

�1 5.56 5.64 6.07 7.92 12.34
�2 5.62 5.62 5.72 5.90 8.11
�(' 5.48 5.52 5.62 5.84 6.52

(c) Different Rotations
Rotation (◦) 5 10 15 20 25

�1 5.62 5.72 5.88 5.92 6.01
�2 5.57 5.60 5.82 5.92 6.00
�(' 5.51 5.52 5.53 5.58 5.60

1B

GSR

&G LSR

& wG LSR

300-W WFLW

Fig. 9. Visual comparison of face alignment results predicted by different models on 300-W and WFLW.

TABLE 5
Comparison of our proposed �&!(' model and other baselines on

300-W and WFLW using NME(%).

Models 300-W WFLW
Common Challenging Full

�1 4.97 8.76 5.72 6.51
�(' 4.86 8.21 5.52 5.69

�&!('∗ 4.67 8.33 5.39 5.62
�&!(' 4.57 8.21 5.29 5.52

constraints according with their label reliabilities, makes
full use of strong learning ability of deep convolutional
networks, and reduces over-fitting caused by annotation
inconsistencies in training datasets.

Since the model with the adaptive weighted loss func-
tion obtains the best performance compared with the other
models, we use it as the final regression loss to train the
above �&!(' model. We use �&!('l to denote the com-
bination of the progressive reinitialization and the adaptive
weighted loss in the following sections. Compared with the
results of �&!(', �&!('l achieves the NMEs (%) of 5.17
and 5.26 on the 300-W and WFLW datasets, respectively, sig-
nificant outperforming the results (5.29 and 5.52) predicted
by �&!('. The last row in Fig. 9 shows the qualitative
results detected by �&!('l .

4.2.3 Generalization to different backbone networks
In this ablation study, we evaluate the generalization ability
of the proposed deep regression architecture to different
backbone networks. The analysis also helps to find a better
trade-off between the model accuracy and efficiency, and
makes the following comparisons with other state-of-the-art
methods comprehensively. We replace the regression back-
bone in �&!('l with a medium-size MobileNetV2 and
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Fig. 10. CED curves and NME (%) comparison of different landmark
types predicted by the Small MobileNetV2 backbone learned with differ-
ent loss functions on 300-W and WFLW.

a large-size ResNet-50 [62] to build another two variants
of the proposed method, �&!('l/M, and �&!('l/L.
For �&!('l/M, we retain most configurations of original
MobileNetV2 while resetting the stride of the sixth bottle-
neck to 2 and replacing the 7×7 average pooling layer with
two fully-connected layers. Considering the strong learning
ability, we do not apply the LSR stage for the ResNet-50
backbone, and still call it �&!('l/L for convenience.

Table 6 depicts the accuracy enhancements by our pro-
posed progressive module and error-driven loss function
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TABLE 6

Comparison of the proposed method based on different backbones on
300-W.

Backbone Progressive Weighted NME (%)
Reinitialization Learning

% % 5.72
Small " % 5.29

" " 5.17
% % 5.02

Medium " % 4.78
" " 4.61
% % 4.35

Large " % 4.15
" " 3.95

for the above backbones of different sizes. According to the
table, our methods outperform the original architectures in
accuracy for all the networks. Among these models, the pro-
gressive reinitialization gets the largest 7.52% improvement
for Small MobileNetV2, while obtaining NMEs reductions of
4.78% and 4.60% respectively for MobileNetV2 and ResNet-
50. The results demonstrate that the reinitialization module
is useful to unstable initializations for models of different
sizes. The weighted loss function gets the 4.82% additional
improvement for the large capability ResNet-50 network,
while there are only 2.27% and 3.56% improvements for
the small-size and medium-size backbones, respectively. It
shows that applying the weighted loss to the large network
can be more beneficial to reduce the impacts of annotation
inconsistencies in training.

We further evaluate the effectiveness of the models
mentioned above on an Nvidia Tesla P100 GPU, an Intel
Core i7 CPU@2.20 GHz and an iPhone 6S mobile device.
The GPU evaluation is based on the Matlab interface of
Caffe [69], and the CPU and mobile evaluation is based
on MNN [70]. Table 7 shows the results in different model
sizes and speeds. We can see that even though our method
combines a group of modules, �&!('l has only a 5.9 MB
model size and still achieves a very high speed of 98.0 fps
on the mobile device. Meanwhile, �&!('l/M with a 15.7
MB model size costs about 4.5 ms (over 222 fps) on the
mobile device, is also suitable for mobile applications with
higher accuracy requirements. With a 96.7 MB model size,
�&!('l/L runs at the speed of 80.6 fps (GPU) and 15.6 fps
(CPU). On GPU, the speed advantage of our method seems
not obvious. On CPU and mobile devices, our method with
the well-designed architectures shows its superiority over
other recent algorithms, including our original conference
paper TSR [32]. Even the large-size model �&!('l/L,
cost only about 208 ms on the mobile, faster than the other
methods with backbones with equal or larger model sizes.
These results of the proposed deep regression architecture
not only verify its generalization ability but also show its
flexibility to different application scenarios.

4.3 Comparisons with the State-of-the-arts

We now compare the proposed deep architecture with other
existing state-of-the-art methods on the 300-W, 300-W test,
AFLW, COFW, and WFLW datasets. The results cited in the
following benchmarks for comparison are all reported to use
the same experimental setting and evaluation protocol like
ours. The results of different models based on our approach

TABLE 7
Comparison of our proposed method based on different networks in
terms of model size and speed. RWing* indicates a fast variant of

RWing using a two-stage plain CNN framework.

Network Model FLOPs Model Speed(fps)
Parameters Size (MB) GPU CPU Mobile

SAN [34] - - 798.5 2.9 - -
LAB [36] - - 50.7 16.7 3.9 -

HRNet [71] 9.3M 4.3G - - -
RWing [54] 32M 3.87G 122 154 12 0.62

RWing* 178M 8.04G 680 1010 10 0.36
TSR [32] 102.07M 2.74G 407.4 172 17.1 4.6
�1 335.4K 48.5M 1.3 333.3 268.1 166.7

�(' 593.2K 52.6M 2.3 250.0 243.9 142.3
�&!('l 1.83M 57.7M 5.9 149.3 180.5 98.0

�&!('l/M 2.91M 0.27G 15.7 222.2 83.5 25.6
�&!('l/L 24.39M 5.28G 96.7 80.6 15.6 4.8

are reported for a comprehensive evaluation of the proposed
deep architecture.
Results on 300-W Table 8 shows the NME comparison
results on the 300-W dataset. All of our models use the
OD face boxes as initialization and achieve comparable
performance with the same experimental setting with other
methods. Due to the effective backbone and the novel loss
function, the performance of �&!('l is slightly behind the
preliminary version TSR, but runs ten times faster on CPU
and twenty times faster on mobile devices. �&!('l/M
also outperforms TSR by a 7.7% accuracy improvement
and costs only about a fifth of the running time. By using
a backbone with the similar complexity with WING [35],
our large-size model �&!('l/L obtains the best perfor-
mance on the full set than the other existing approaches,
e.g., AWing [55], WING [35], SBR [53], and SA [38]. The
comparison demonstrates the strong generalization ability
of our method to deal with face alignment under wild
environments.

TABLE 8
Comparison on 300-W using NME (%).

Method Common Challenging Full SetSubset Subset
DeepReg [72] 4.51 13.80 6.31

LBF [31] 4.95 11.98 6.32
CFSS [21] 4.73 9.98 5.76

TCDCN [45] 4.80 8.60 5.54
DDN [26] - - 5.59
MDM [73] 4.83 10.14 5.88
HSLE [40] 3.94 7.24 4.59
LPR [49] 3.83 7.46 4.54
SSST [39] 3.98 7.21 4.54

AWing [55] 3.77 6.52 4.31
LAB [36] 3.42 6.98 4.12
SBR [53] 3.28 7.10 4.10

WING [35] 3.27 7.18 4.04
SA [38] 3.45 6.38 4.02
TSR [32] 4.36 7.56 4.99
�&!('l 4.52 7.82 5.17

�&!('l/M 4.06 6.87 4.61
�&!('l/L 3.34 6.40 3.95

Results on 300-W test and COFW The above-trained mod-
els are also evaluated on other 68-landmark datasets, 300-W
test, and COFW. The AUC and Failure Rate metrics are used
for the 300-W test dataset, and the results are reported in
Table 9 (a). Among all the methods, our model �&!('l/L
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TABLE 9
Comparison on 300-W test and COFW using NME (%), AUC and
Failure Rate (%). Symbol "+" indicates the model is trained with

external data.
(a) 300-W test

Method AUC Failure
Rate

Zhou et al. [48] 0.3281 13.00
Deng et al. [74] 0.4752 5.5
DenseReg [75] 0.5219 3.67
3FabRec [42] 0.5461 0.17

JMFA [47] 0.5485 1.00
LAB [36] 0.5885 0.83

RWing [54] 0.5923 0.50
JMFA+ 0.6071 0.33
�&!('l 0.5504 0.67

�&!('l/M 0.5895 0.17
�&!('l/L 0.6280 0.17

(b) COFW

Method NME Failure
Rate

RCPR [19] 8.76 20.12
TCDCN [45] 7.66 16.17

HPM [65] 6.72 6.71
CFSS [21] 6.28 9.07
LAB [36] 4.62 2.17
ODN [37] 5.30 -
SSST [39] 4.43 2.82

HRNet [71] 3.45 0.19
�&!('l 4.50 0.98

�&!('l/M 4.30 0.59
�&!('l/L 4.21 0.20

achieves the best performance in terms of AUC and Failure
Rate, and �&!('l also has an acceptable result. It is worth
mentioning that the performance of �&!('l/M is better
than most of other recently proposed methods including
LAB [36], while �&!('l/M has a smaller model size than
LAB (15.7 MB vs. 50.7 MB) and much faster processing
speed (250 fps vs. 60 fps).

The NME and Failure Rate metrics for the COFW
dataset are reported in Table 9 (b). According to the table,
�&!('l/L and �&!('l/M are ranked second and third
respectively on the evaluation list, only slightly behind
HRNet [71]. The three models’ outstanding performance
shows the robustness of our approach against faces with
different poses and various occlusions.
Results on AFLW The comparisons on AFLW are reported
in Table 10 and Fig. 11. The three model variants based on
our method improve a lot of our original conference paper.
Compared to other state-of-the-art approaches, �&!('l/L
achieves the 13.2% and 7.1% improvements of the second-
best RWing method under both the AFLW-Full and AFLW-
Frontal settings, while �&!('l/M and �&!('l also have
competitive performances. �&!('l/M can even be ranked
the fourth in the table, following the recently proposed
methods AWing and RWing. It is noted that the backbone
of �&!('l/M is a lightweight network, while AWing and
RWing use large-capacity backbones, such as four stacks of
HG or ResNet-50. As shown in Fig. 11, the smallest and
fastest model �&!('l outperforms TSR by a large margin
and is only slightly worse than the Wing method. The results
show that our method enhances the regression robustness of
sparse facial landmarks.
Results on WFLW Table 11 compares the results of differ-
ent methods on the WFLW dataset. On this 98-landmark
dataset, �&!('l/L significantly outperforms all the com-
peting approaches in terms of all three metrics, improving
the NME of AWing respectively by 8.7%, the Failure Rate
of AWing by 64.7%, and the AUC of SSST [39] by 2.1%.
�&!('l with only a 5.9MB model performs better than
the recent methods with larger models, e.g., LAB (50.7
MB) and 3FabRec [42] (20 MB) in NME and Failure Rate.
�&!('l/M even obtains the fourth-best Failure Rate in the
table, while the methods with higher rankings suffer from
larger FLOPs (HRNet with 4.3G FLOPs vs. �&!('l/M
with 0.27G FLOPs), or lower running speed on GPU (AWing

TABLE 10
Comparison on AFLW using NME (%).

Method AFLW-Full AFLW-Frontal
CCL [22] 2.72 2.17
SAN [34] 1.91 1.85
SBR [53] 2.14 -
TS3 [41] 1.99 1.86
LAB [36] 1.85 1.62
ODN [37] 1.63 1.38

SA [38] 1.60 -
3FabRec [42] 1.84 1.59
HRNet [71] 1.57 1.46
AWing [55] 1.53 1.38
RWing [54] 1.51 1.27

TSR [32] 2.17 -
�&!('l 1.67 1.41

�&!('l/M 1.55 1.32
�&!('l/L 1.31 1.18
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Fig. 11. CED curves of our method compared with other state-of-the-
art methods on AFLW. These methods include Wing [35], TSR [32],
DAC-CSR [76], CCL [22], and GRF+LBF [77].

with 34.5 fps vs. �&!('l/M with 222.2 fps). The compar-
isons of our model variants and other approaches indicates
the effectiveness of the proposed structure.

TABLE 11
Comparisons on WFLW using NME, Failure Rate, and AUC.

Method NME (%) Failure Rate (%) AUC (%)
DVLN [78] 6.08 10.84 0.4551
LAB [36] 5.27 7.56 0.5323
Wing [35] 5.11 6.00 0.5504

3FabRec [42] 5.62 8.28 0.484
SSST [39] 4.39 4.08 0.5913

RWing [54] 4.99 5.64 0.5585
DeCaFA [51] 4.62 4.84 0.563
HRNet [71] 4.60 - -
LUVLi [56] 4.37 3.12 0.577
AWing [55] 4.36 2.84 0.5719
�&!('l 5.26 5.72 0.4925

�&!('l/M 4.84 3.92 0.5255
�&!('l/L 3.98 1.00 0.6042

5 CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on face shape initialization and the
learning of objective functions for face alignment. Previous
work has not examined these two aspects in depth. We
have presented a deep regression architecture consisting of
two progressive reinitialization stages, which exhibit strong
robustness to various face detection initialization. We pro-
pose an adaptive landmark-weighted loss function to obtain
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error-sensitive embedding for improving face alignment
training on a face dataset with unreliable annotations. The
proposed method achieves state-of-the-art performance on
several benchmarks of face alignment. It has good gen-
eralization ability and runs at real-time speed on mobile
devices. We plan to improve the proposed deep regression
architecture by introducing 3D transformation for faces with
arbitrary poses and building a semi-supervised architecture
for learning face alignment on training data that contains
many unlabeled face images.
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